
Cloud based platform for automated bidding 



What We Do 
Resalespot was founded with a goal to provide an exciting and useful mechanism that enables users for automated 
bidding by utilizing existing skill sets. Our platform differentiates itself from rest of the market in key areas of bid lists 
and auctions process. Our unique technology eliminates the time consuming auction process and provides a one 
stop shop for our clients. Resalespot’s virtual environment proudly offers a professionally designed, easy-to-use and 
transparent solution by creating a new trend in e-commerce. 



Has This Happened To You 
Do you know how many people are looking and broadcasting your bid lists? Resalespot is designed for both quality and security. Your private network 
keeps your business safer and more reliable; enabling you to avoid random distribution of bid lists and buyers can’t redistribute any data or 
spreadsheets by initiating the second channel and behave as sellers. 



Resalespot Features 
Do you manually have to compile a list of buyers after every auction? Our automated bidding accelerates entire process of auction, provides fast results 
and it gives you full control to choose bidders of your choice with one click. You can simply upload all of your spread sheets with single-click for 
distribution to your network and just sit back watch buyers bid in minutes. Some of the capabilities of Resalespot include: 
 
  •  Ability to adapt to your existing process: allows uploads of Excel worksheets or other supporting 

documentation  
•  Bid analysis  
•  Updates and responses sent to an entire list of bidders  
•  Email notifications of requests, such as clarification questions by bidders or bid submission  



Work Force Optimization 
Workforce Optimization is about enabling your employees to improve productivity and maximize the associated impact to your business. 
Every enterprise has excess inventory and displaced equipment that needs to be sold. Today’s process involves the generation of a Bid list, 
most commonly an Excel Worksheet, and then sending this information to a defined set of bidders. As you can imagine, this manual process 
results in a large amount of inefficiency as employees needs to generate updates, respond to clarification questions, manage partial bids, 
manage response timelines, and other aspects of a manual bid process. Resalespot’s integrated solution enables your employees to quickly 
generate new bids for excess equipment and manage the entire process in a cost effective manner. 



Business Privacy 
At Resalespot, our most important asset is our relationship with you. With our promise to safeguard information, we build your confidence 
and maintain your business privacy within marketplace. You can have the maximum control of your personal and business information by 
using our professionally designed, easy-to-use, cloud based automated bidding platform. Our exemplary service stems from our 
commitment to our clients and our dedication and passion for our work. 
 



Exclusive Network 
Experience the trusted way to manage your business for proven and viable growth. Like every business follows a code of conduct; Resalespot’s 
mechanism genuinely protects your contacts. You can increase your revenue and see your business network grow by our privacy seal. Because your 
network is never visible to any third party or in-app contacts. We maintain full privacy of added-groups by allowing you to choose them by your own 
self and link them individually without any cross-communication. 



Information Security 
Are you worried about your data security? You are in safe hands! The safety of your data is our highest priority at Resalespot. We use industry-
leading technology to keep your information safe and to insure maximum safety, we've implemented multiple levels of security to protect and 
back up your data. Resalespot automatically encrypts your confidential information in transit from your computer to our application using the 
Secure Sockets Layer protocol (SSL) with high grade encryption. 
 



Benefits 
Expand Your Network 
 
 
Build your private marketplace of buyers and sellers that enables your business to connect with your familiar market or region. No 
matter what industry you belong to, we can cater your auction needs with our integrated and seamless technology. 
 
 

Sharpen Your Bidding Process 
 
 

No more human errors with complicated spreadsheets! Our system allows you to upload spreadsheet and then see your registered 
contacts in real time bidding on your auctions. Now you can experience robust solution with unique features coupled with top 
customer care. 
 
 

Increase your revenue 
 
 

Do you manually have to compile a list of buyers after every auction? Managing your all auctions from one platform can be a lifesaver. So 
leave this task to Resalespot and focus on what’s important: “finding growth opportunities". In other words, devote yourself to the critical 
tasks that need your attention and let our solution handle the rest. 
 
 

Streamlined Reporting 
 
 
Resalespot uses built-in algorithms to analyze data and create detailed reports, which allows you to better understand the behavior of your 
auctions. Not only you know your top bidders but it also gives you full visibility for your auction activity. This helps you maximize profits for 
your products and also keeps your customer base engaged. 
 
 




